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The Food and Nutrition Research Institute of the 
Department of Science and Technology (FNRI-
DOST), Ronald McDonald House Charities 

(RMHC) and Adarna House, Inc. launched the nutrition 
big book, “Go!”. The launch was held on March 5, 2014 
at McDonald’s Greenbelt, Makati City. 

“Go!” is the 34th book in the Bright Minds Read 
(BMR) kit of RMHC. The BMR Program is RMHC’s 
partnership with the Department of Education (DepEd) 
in support of the “Every-Child-a-Reader” Program. 

The big book teaches children about the importance 
of good nutrition particularly in developing good eating 
habits. This includes eating the right kind and amount 
of food at the right time. As children develop skills in 
reading, creative and critical thinking, they will learn 
that there are a lot of sources of good quality energy-
giving foods such as potatoes. They will also learn the 
importance of being physically active by engaging in 
sports.

“Go!” is the first partnership of the FNRI and 
RMHC. Mr. Bing Bachoco, Chief Finance Officer of 
McDonald’s-Philippines, Mr. George Yang, Chairman 

FNRI, RMHC and Adarna House launch big book for young children

Emeritus of McDonald’s in the Philippines, and Ms. 
Marie Angeles, Executive Director of RMHC, graced 
the event. Mr. Bachoco said that educating children 
is one of McDonald’s advocacies through RMHC 
under their BMR Project. Various public elementary 
schools have benefited from this project and they 
are committed to providing additional resources and 
reaching more children in other areas of the country. 
He said “Go!” will be included in the BMR kit that will 
be distributed to their partner schools and day care 
centers.

Dr. Mario Capanzana, FNRI Director, expressed 
how much the project means not only in educating 
children about nutrition per se but in helping address 
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malnutrition and unemployment in 
these areas.

 
On March 5, 2014, the FNRI-

DOST, Ronald McDonald House 
Charities (RMHC) and Adarna 
House, Inc. launched the nutrition 
big book  “Go!” at McDonald’s 
Greenbelt, Makati City. “Go!” is 
the first partnership undertaking 
of  FNRI-DOST and RMHC on the 
nutrition big book project, while it is 
the second with Adarna House, Inc. 
The first tie-up with Adarna House, 
Inc. is the production of the big book 
entitled Ang Walong Baso ni Kuya 
Paquito. The two big books are 
available at the National Bookstore 
nationwide for P275.00 each. 

An external audit was conducted 
by the Certification International 
Philippines Inc. (CIPI) on February 
21, 2014. The audit aimed to 
determine if the FNRI Quality 
Management System still conforms 
to the planned activities including 
the requirements of ISO 900:2008. 
With the positive result of the audit 
and continued accreditation of 
the FNRI to ISO 9001:2008, the 
Institute is entrusted to provide 
quality public service to clients. 

In the area of technology 
transfer and commercialization, 
the FNRI conducted three trainings 
on the production of the FNRI-
developed bakery products with 
squash in Catbalogan City and 
Villareal, Samar on March 18-
19, 2014. The Institute likewise 
conducted training on canton 
noodles with squash in Catubig, 
Northern Samar on March 20, 
2014. Our staff also undertook the 
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Director’s Message

The FNRI welcomes 2014 
with a commitment that more 
responsive and innovative 

R&D and S&T programs will be 
initiated and completed with the help 
of partners from private companies, 
international government and non-
government organizations, as well 
as local government units. These 
programs intend to alleviate hunger, 
malnutrition, and consequently, 
poverty in the Philippines. This 
commitment was expressed during 
the FNRI annual planning workshop 
onNovember 6-8, 2013.   

A year starter is the 
Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) signing on the production of 
complementary foods on February 
10, 2014 at the Municipal Function 
Hall of Mulanay, Quezon. This 
partnership involves the FNRI-
DOST, the municipal government 
of Mulanay, Quezon, and the DOST 
Region IV-A (CALABARZON). The 
MOA signing for the production 
of complementary foods that 
can supply even five nearby 
municipalities comes in the most 
opportune time in helping address F4
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Writers’ Pool Corner

IAAgdeppa, Assistant Scientist ! 

The FNRI-DOST conducted a 
series of researches on rice 
fortification in response to 

the Food Fortification Law of 2000 
(Republic Act 8976). The study 
explored the best technology to 
retain the iron in rice and comparing 
this with the existing coating 
technology.

The extrusion technology to 
produce the iron premix rice proved 
to be more efficient, as the iron 
premix rice was found stable during 
12 months in storage, with the iron 
content still retained.  

After ensuring the quality of 
the product, an evaluation study 
was conducted to determine the 
effects of iron-fortified rice (IFR) 
on the nutritional status of children. 
Results of the evaluation showed 
that anemia rate was reduced from 
100 percent to 33 percent from the 
start to the end of the study.

With a public-private 
partnership (PPP) strategy, 
another study was conducted 
to determine how people will be 
encouraged to consume IFR. The 
IFR was supplied by a private miller 
partner and was sold in the public 
market of Orion, Bataan. Intensive 
social marketing was conducted 
to promote socially-beneficial 
behavior change. Results showed 
that with increased knowledge of 
the people on the benefits of IFR, 
people were encouraged to buy IFR 
while keeping the cost affordable. 
Anemia rate has decreased from 
17.5 percent to 12.8 percent from 
start to end of the study.

However, for the IFR to be 
accessible, a strong political 
support proved to be a very crucial 
factor. 

Keeping the partnership with 
the local miller as the adoptor of 
technology, a study was conducted 
in Olongapo City and seven other 
municipalities of Zambales.

The study aimed to determine 
an efficient delivery mechanism in 
downloading a national government 
program at the local government 
level.

Continuous supply of IFR in 
the different study sites was done 
by the miller, while the national 
research team extended technical 
assistance on quality assurance 
and control.

At the consumer side, series of 
networking activities with the local 
executives concerned were done to 
effect passage of local ordinances 
for the sale of IFR in all rice outlets.

Also, all food establishments 
were mandated to serve IFR. 
Again, social marketing improved 

Iron-for tified rice: from lab table to dining table

the knowledge level and behavior 
of the community.

Results showed that about 90 
percent of the families interviewed 
had consumed IFR. Anemia rate 
decreased from 32 percent to 11 
percent, before and after the study.

The IFR is a high value-added 
product with significant nutritional 
benefits. Consuming IFR could 
help improve nutritional status that 
results to more productive citizens 
who will work towards uplifting the 
country’s economy.

This year, the FNRI-DOST 
received funding support from 
the Philippine Council for 
Industry, Energy and Emerging 
Technology Research & 
Development (PCIEERD) to 
scale up technology transfer in 
the Davao Region. Series of fora 
have been conducted among 
millers, food establishments and 
possible investors. Hopefully by 
next year, funds will be available for 
regional social marketing activities 
to improve and popularize IFR 
consumption.■
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energy deficiency among children. He mentioned 
that there is still a serious prevalence of underweight 
children in the country. Thus, teaching children about 
energy-giving foods is important.

Ms. Lyn Almario, President of Adarna House 
and Asa Montenegro, Marketing Director, were also 
present during the event. Ms. Almario said that they 
are excited and energetic as well with the release of 
“Go!”. She added that this is the second in the series 

FNRI, RMHC and Adarna House  ... from p.1

delivery, inspection and turnover of equipment for the 
production of complementary foods (Rice-Mongo-
Sesame Blend) in San Lorenzo Ruiz, Camarines 
Norte on February 27-March 1, 2014. The nationwide 
roll-out of complementary foods aims to address 
malnutrition among infants and young children.

         
The Institute organized five in-house seminars 

for the 1st quarter to upgrade the capabilities of the 
FNRI staff. These seminars included Nutritional 
Assessment, Intellectual Property Rights, Grammar 
and Writing, Earthquake Preparedness, and Getting 
Started with Twitter. 

On March 24, 2014, the FNRI joined the DOST 
family in celebrating Women’s Month. This year’s 
celebration paid tribute to the strong and resilient 
Juanas who brought inspiring changes here in the 
country and across the globe. The theme is “Juana, 
ang Tatag Mo ay Tatag Natin sa Pagbangon at 
Pagsulong”. The DOST Women’s Month Celebration 
started with the Juana Walk. This activity was a “walk 
for a cause”, as the proceeds will go to the victims 
of typhoon Yolanda. Following the Juana Walk 
was the Juana Dance led by Slimmer’s World. The 
dance was participated in by all the DOST staff who 
were attending the flag ceremony. Other activities 
included the Juana Talk-Forum on Women, featuring 
the following topics: Resiliency in Action, Miracles 
Do Happen, and Family and Career. A trade fair 
showcasing the DOST-assisted micro enterprises 
for women, free haircut and other services by the 
Ricky Reyes Learning Institute comprised the other 
events of the Women’s Celebration.  

For the first quarter of the year, the Institute 
conducted six activities related to technical 
trainings and demonstrations which benefitted 
176 participants. Participants included hotel and 
restaurant owners, cooks, government employees, 
mothers and entrepreneurs of small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs). 

Other FNRI activities conducted in the first quarter 
included the training of Compostela Valley teachers 
and nurses on health and nutrition education, and the 
Nutrition Research Information Network (NUTRINET) 
seminar on How to Prepare the Research Proposal. 

The first quarter of the Institute was productive 
in terms of R&D and S&T activities. As we enter the 
second quarter of the year, the Institute is planning 
and preparing for the 40th FNRI Seminar Series, 
NSTW Celebration, and the 2nd National Nutrition 
Summit Series: 2013 National Nutrition Survey (NNS). 
In support of the Summit will be short film documentary 
competition and nutrition situation in the Philippines. 
The second quarter is one of the busiest among the 
quarters of the year for the FNRI in terms of preparing 
for numerous activities in July and the succeeding 
months. 

More power to us and Mabuhay!

MARIO V. CAPANZANA, Ph.D.
Director

Director’s Message from p. 2

of nutrition big books they are collaborating with the 
FNRI. She also mentioned that Adarna House and 
RMHC has a long time partnership in producing quality 
Filipino children’s books that tackle various topics put 
in simple stories. 

“Go!” hopes to encourage young children to practice 
good nutrition while nurturing the love for reading. The 
book is available in bookstores nationwide.■
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Today, more people are 
resorting to buying cooked 
foods outside the home. This 

is for practical reasons like saving 
time in planning and preparing 
meals, convenience, availing of 
choice of reasonably-priced and 
flavorful food, and experiencing 
other special treats aside from the 
usual family menu. 

Cooked and street foods are 
easy to find in the carinderia, 
outside the school premises, 
churches, parks and even in malls. 

However, there are safety 
issues in buying cooked and street 
foods. 

Are these foods safe to eat? 
These foods are safe to eat 

provided that the food handlers 
have the proper knowledge 
and training on food handling 
and services, food preparation, 
personal hygiene and  maintaining 
a clean and safe environment. 

Here are simple tips to prevent 
food-and water-borne diseases:

 Buy cooked food from known 
safe sources.

 Avoid foods with mayonnaise or 
similar dressings. These spoil 
quickly.

 Avoid buying foods cooked in 
tomato sauce and coconut milk 
because they also spoil easily.

Tips in buying safe cooked food
MIGGlorioso,  Senior Science Research Specialist, TDSTSD

Kadalasang problema ng 
mga nagtatrabahong nanay 
ay kung paano magpasuso 

ng kanilang bagong silang na 
sanggol sa labas ng tahanan. 

Pwede pa rin silang 
magpasuso habang nasa trabaho 

 Buy frozen or refrigerated fresh 
cooked food like embotido or 
morcon.

 Buy only newly-cooked foods 
and avoid foods that have 
been long-standing. Examples 
of these are foods cooked in 
the morning and sold until the 
afternoon, or evening or even 
on the following days.  

Remember the 6th message 
in the 2012 Nutritional Guidelines 
for Filipinos (NGF),”consume 
safe foods and water to prevent 
diarrhea and other food and water-
borne diseases”.■

sa pamamagitan ng pag-’’express” 
o pagkolekta ng gatas sa oras na 
dapat siyang magpasuso.  

Narito ang ilang payo sa 
mga nanay kung paano pa rin 
sila posible makapagpapasuso 
habang nagtratrabaho: 

Ilagay ang gatas sa malinis 
na lalagyan na may takip at 
itabi sa refrigerator o freezer, na 
kadalasan namang mayroon sa 
mga tanggapan o opisina. Ang 
inimbak na gatas na ito  ang 
siyang maaring ibigay sa sanggol 
tuwing nasa trabaho o nasa labas 
ang ina. Siguraduhin lamang na 
nailubog sa mainit na tubig ang 
inimbak na gatas ng ina bago 
ibigay sa sanggol. Ito ay upang 
ang temperatura ng inimbak na 
gatas na iinumin ng sanggol ay 
katulad ng temperatura kung ito ay 
diretsang sususo sa ina. 

Itago sa refrigerator ang 
kinolektang gatas ng ina. Ito ay 
aabot hanggang beinte kuwatro 
oras kung sa refrigerator. 
Hanggang tatlong buwan naman 
ang tatagal nito kung sa freezer 
itinago.  Wala talagang dahilan 
upang hindi makapagpasuso ang 
isang ina ng sarili nyang gatas.  

Gumamit ng malinis na tasa 
at kutsarita o medicine dropper 
sa pagbigay ng gatas na ito sa 
sanggol.  

Paano masisiguro ng ina na 
sapat at tuloy-tuloy ang daloy ng 
gatas?

Tandaan, higit ang 
pangangailangan ng mga 
buntis at nagpapasusuo sa 
masusustansiyang pagkain dahil 
dapat nilang tugunan ang kanilang 

DVAguila,  Senior Science Research Specialist, OD! 

Maaari pa ring magpasuso ng eksklusibo kahit nasa trabaho

F6
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pangangailangang pangnutrisyon pati na rin yung sa 
baby.  

Ang wastong pagkain ng ina sa panahon ng 
pagpapasuso ay isang paraan upang makasiguro sa 
sapat na daloy ng gatas. Kaya nga kailangan niya ang 
tama at kompletong pagkain.

Dapat ding iwasan ng inang nagpapasuso ang 
mabahala o mag-alala tungkol sa pagpapasuso.  Sa 
halip ay isipin na ito’y normal na ginagawa ng isang ina 
sa kanyang sanggol.  Iwasang matakot o mangamba, 
mag-alala o mapagod.

Kailangan din ang sapat na panahon sa 
pagpapahinga sa araw-araw.  Dapat ding uminom 
ng sapat na dami ng mga fluids nguni’t mas mainam 
kung ito’y gatas, sopas, mga juice o tubig.  Regular 
ding magpasuso, at siguraduhing ubos ang gatas sa 
bawa’t suso.  

Tandaan na ang patuloy na pagpapasuso ang 
natatanging paraan para matiyak na madami ang 
gatas ng ina.■    

Maaari ka pa ring magpasuso ... mula sa p. 5

A study by the FNRI-DOST in 2008 showed that 
children’s height is greatly affected by household 
food security. Food security is having access to 

food required for a healthy life at all times.

Mothers or caregivers were asked about the status 
of food security in the household including availability, 
accessibility and certainty of food in the past three 
months when the survey was done.

The study showed that the odds of becoming 
underheight-for-age or stunted is more than twice 
when a child is food-insecure than when a child is food 
secure.

The study further revealed that 38.06 percent of 
children who were food insecure were underweight-
for-age, 48.4 percent were underheight (or stunted), 
and 9.21 percent were thin.

These rates are significantly higher than among 
children who are food secure.

Food security may also be attributed to the kind 
and amount of food children eat.

The study showed that food-secure children 
significantly consumed more fish, meat and poultry, 
sugars and syrups, eggs, milk and products, fats and 
oils and other foods than food insecure children.

On the other hand, food-insecure children 
significantly consumed more green leafy vegetables 
and starchy roots and tubers than food secure children.

However, nutrient adequacies for all nutrients 
except vitamin C, were also significantly higher among 
children who are food secure.

Both food-secure and food-insecure children did 
not meet 100 percent adequacy. The food-secure 
children had a mean energy intake that is meeting only 
79.33 percent adequacy, while that of food-insecure 
children meeting only 66.98 percent.

Protein, thiamin, riboflavin and niacin were 
adequately met by food secure children, with at least 
80 percent adequacy level.

Vitamin A, vitamin C, iron and calcium were below 
80 percent nutrient adequacy. Among food insecure 
children, only niacin was adequately met.

Results of the study call for a review of the current 
programs on food security or drafting a scheme that 
would better promote food security among the poor 
and undernourished children.■

Food security affects children’s weight and height
CAJavier, Science Research Specialist I, TDSTSD! 
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News Flash
FNRI, DOST IV-A and Mulanay, Quezon ink partnership on complementary food production 

The FNRI-DOST, the municipal government of 
Mulanay, Quezon, and the DOST Region IV-A 
(CALABARZON) signed a Memorandum of 

Agreement (MOA) on the production of complementary 
food. The MOA signing was held on 10 February 2014  
at the Municipal Function Hall of Mulanay, Quezon.

Present during the event were Dr. Mario V. 
Capanzana, FNRI Director; Dr. Alexander R. Madrigal, 
DOST IV-A Regional Director; and Honorable Joselito 
A. Ojeda, Mayor of Mulanay, Quezon.

“Commitment, commitment, commitment!” is what 
Mayor Ojeda stressed in his welcome remarks. This 
was his challenge to local officials regarding their 
commitment to the  technical assistance extended by 
the FNRI through the DOST IV-A. 

According to the 2008 FNRI National Nutrition 
Survey, Mulanay, a first class partially-urban municipality 
of Quezon, ranked fifth in the malnutrition problem in 
the province. It also has a poverty incidence of 59.7 
percent, as quoted in a Mulanay news article posted 
at the Philippine Information Agency’s (PIA) website in 
2012.

Dr. Madrigal, in the Opening Remarks lauded Dr. 
Capanzana for the prompt response to his invitation to 
attend the event despite the short notice. 

The recent MOA signing marks the fourth 
collaborative project in the region between the FNRI 
and the DOST IV-A, Dr. Madrigal added. 

Dr. Madrigal also mentioned the complementary 
feeding program and other activities conducted by the 
FNRI and other DOST agencies, and at the same time, 
presented the line-up of the DOST projects for Mulanay.

Dr. Capanzana, in his message, discussed briefly 
the FNRI’s mandates. He also discussed the Malnutrition 
Reduction Program of the Institute and the results of the 
2008 and 2011 nutrition surveys focusing on stunting.

According to Dr. Capanzana, a child who is stunted 
or chronically malnourished, is shorter than normal 
for his or her age. Stunting, he added, starts before 
birth and is caused by poor maternal nutrition, feeding 
practices, and food quality. 

Stunting is irreversible and has long term-effects. 
Nutrition interventions are needed among pregnant 
women and children from birth to five years of age to 
address stunting. 

The production of complementary food in Mulanay 
that can cover even five nearby municipalities. It comes 
in the most opportune time to help address malnutrition 
and unemployment.

Assistance from  the FNRI includes technical 
training for the production of complementary food, plant 
lay-out, looking for possible source of raw materials, 
and promotion of the products, among others.

Witnessing the ceremony were Ms. Maria Esperanza 
E. Jawili, Provincial S&T Director of DOST Quezon, 
Mulanay Vice-Mayor Fernandito T. Baronia, Municipal 
Councilors, Municipal Health Officers, and other local 
officials of Mulanay.■

SSLabong, Science Research Specialist II, TDSTSD! 
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Our pride,  the LUTONG FNRI: Brown rice recipes 
para sa Lahing Kayumanggi bagged  the 
prestigious GOURMAND World Cookbook 

Awards 2013 in Madrid, Spain for the  Best Single 
Subject Cookbook in the Philippines!

This is the first international recognition of a recipe 
book in the FNRI and DOST history. Mr. Edouard 
Cointreau, President of Gourmand World Cookbook 
Awards issued this confirmation. 

As the Philippine winner, the recipe book will 
compete against winners in the same category from 
Brazil, Ecuador, France, Germany, Mexico and Peru 
for the Best in the World in Beijing, China in May 2014. 

The Gourmand Awards is a free and open 
competition of the best cookbooks and wine books in 
the world.  

During the Cookbook Banquet in May 2014, 
country winners get to advertise and promote their 
books, while visitors can browse through them. 
This will give the Philippines added global exposure 
and expand the world’s growing recognition of our 
country’s excellence in indigenous food development. 
It will certainly bring pride for our country and prestige 
to the food and nutrition research in the Philippines. 

The Cookbook Banquet is a gathering of publishers, 
world-renowned chefs, authors and gastronomic 
experts. 

FNRI’s brown rice recipe booklet bags international award

Moreover, winners of the Best in the World Award 
may have the opportunity for one to three of their recipes 
to be featured in the Gourmand Cookbook Collection. 

This will definitely bring world class recipes to the 
attention of the global market. 

LUTONG FNRI is our humble contribution to 
advocating awareness, use and consumption of brown 
rice among Filipinos and even other nationalities for a 
healthier lifestyle.  

We enjoin every Juan in the FNRI-DOST’s vigilant 
campaign on eating brown rice for better nutrition and 
rice self-sufficiency. 

Proud to be Pinoy! Proud to be Lahing 
Kayumanggi!■

MBBumanglag,  Senior Science Research Specialist, FRDG! 

The Certification International Philippines, Inc. 
(CIPI) surveillance team led by Ms. Sofia 
Mangahas and Mr. Noel Guevarra conducted 

an audit of the Food and Nutrition Research Institute’s 
(FNRI) Quality Management System (QMS) on 
February 21, 2014.  The second surveillance audit is 
crucial in the issuance of a continued certification of 
the FNRI’s QMS.

Results of the audit proved that the FNRI’s QMS 
is still in accordance with the requirements of ISO 
9001:2008.  

The audit also confirmed that the FNRI’s QMS and 
activities initiated by the Institute’s different divisions 
continue to meet the quality objectives and ensure 

FNRI sustains certification to ISO 9001:2008 for 2014
SOEncarnacion, Science Research Specialist I, TDSTSD! 

external and internal customer satisfaction.  Thus, the 
FNRI was awarded a continued certification to ISO 
9001:2008 with these positive findings.

ISO 9001:2008 was firmly established in 2010 
as the globally-implemented standard for providing 
assurance on the ability to satisfy quality requirements 
and to enhance supplier-customer relationships.  With 
the FNRI’s continued ISO certification,  its clients and 
stakeholders are assured of quality service.  

The FNRI always strives to be the best, as proven 
The Best Performing Agency award in 2012 bestowed 
by the Civil Service Commission.  The recent  ISO seal 
of continued certification is another step for FNRI to 
sustain its status of excellence in public service. ■
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Educators attend NUTRINET Seminar on Preparing the Research Proposal

The Nutrition Research Information Network 
(NUTRINET), is a consortium of institutions 
whose libraries form a specialized information 

system in food and nutrition and related fields. The 
network recently conducted a seminar on Preparing 
the Research Proposal.

The seminar, sponsored by the Management 
Information Services of the Department of Health 
(KMITS-DOH), was held on March 20, 2014 at the 
Duque Hall, DOH Compound, Sta. Cruz, Manila. 
Designed for beginners in food and nutrition research, 
the seminar aimed to provide a background on the 
development of a research proposal.

Ms. Charity L. Tan, Division Chief of the KMITS-
DOH, welcomed the participants and congratulated 
the NUTRINET for serving for almost 27 years amidst 
meager resources. Ms. Tan added that the seminar 
was very timely, as the DOH is investing in research 
through the Philippine Council for Health Research 
Development (PCHRD-DOST) and Philippine Institute 
for Development Studies (PIDS).

Dr. Zenaida V. Narciso, NUTRINET TecCom Chair 
and Chief Science Research Specialist, of the FNRI-
DOST, delivered the Opening Message on behalf of 
Dr. Mario V. Capanzana, Chair, NUTRINET Governing 
Board and Director, FNRI-DOST. In his message, 
Dr. Capanzana announced the new member of the 
Network, the Center for Culinary Arts (CCA).

As a respite before the technical sessions and 
further introducing the NUTRINET, the participants 
viewed an audio-visual presentation on the Network.

Topics discussed in the seminar were: (1) the 
research proposal: its characteristics and preparation; 
(2) the parts of the research proposal; (3) research 
funding institutions, thrusts, and requirements, and (4) 
preparing the financial requirements.

Every topic discussed was followed by an open 
forum. Some participants asked questions and aired 
concerns, while others shared experiences and voiced 

out opinions. The exchange of ideas and issues gave 
additional insights for the resource persons and the 
participants alike.

Dr. Narciso, in the closing remarks, thanked 
the DOH and the participants, and announced the 
forthcoming seminars of the NUTRINET. One of these 
seminars is on writing the research report.

The seminar was participated in by deans and 
professors from the Center for Culinary Arts (CCA), 
Centro Escolar University (CEU), Polytechnic 
University of the Philippines (PUP), University of 
the East (UE), University of the Philippines (UP), 
University of Sto. Tomas (UST), and representatives 
from the NUTRINET member-institutions.■

SS Labong, Science Research Specialist II, TDSTSD! 
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FNRI-DOST trains Com Val teachers, nurses on health and nutrition education 
SRSerrano, Science Research Specialist II, TDSTSD! 

F14

The FNRI-DOST conducted a trainers’ training-
writeshop on health and nutrition education 
among teachers of the Maco Heights Central 

Elementary School and nurses of the Department of 
Education (DepEd) in Compostela Valley. This was 
held on March 4-7, 2014 at the Grand Regal Hotel in 
Davao City.

Trainees will act as trainers of parents of pupils 
in Maco Heights Central Elementary School. This 
nutrition education strategy can also be replicated in 
other schools in Compostela Valley. 

The training is aimed at increasing the levels of 
awareness and knowledge of parents of elementary 
schoolchildren on health and nutrition. The four-day 
training is a vital component in the scaling-up of the 
rice fortification program through technology transfer.

The roll-out of the FNRI’s rice fortification technology 
is one of the strategic intervention programs towards 
nutrition security by helping address undernutrition, 
particularly micronutrient deficiencies.

Rice is a suitable vehicle for iron fortification. It 
helps address iron deficiency anemia. It is consumed 
by about 90 percent of Filipinos at a daily average of 
four to five cups per person. This is according to the  
food consumption of the National Nutrition Survey of 
the FNRI in 2008.

Eating three to four cups of cooked iron-fortified rice 
developed by the FNRI daily provides approximately 
40-50 percent of the iron requirement of the body. 

Before embarking on this training-writeshop, 
the FNRI conducted supplementary feeding among 

anemic schoolchildren at the Maco Heights Central 
Elementary School from July to December in 2013.

The nutrition situation of schoolchildren in Maco 
paved the way for this health and nutrition education 
initiative. Such will sustain the gains of the intervention 
and elevate it to the cognitive and behavioral levels of 
stakeholders.

During the training-workshop, Dr. Capanzana 
underscored the FNRI’s mandate of defining the 
citizenry’s nutritional status as the basis for developing 
and recommending strategies and programs. One of 
this is technology transfer of iron-fortified rice, and 
diffusing this technology and other related information 
to stakeholders through trainings such as this activity.

Dr. Capanzana stated that IFR is a food technology 
developed to address micronutrient malnutrition like 
iron deficiency anemia (IDA) in Pasig City, Orion in 
Bataan and in Zambales.

Davao can serve as a model for scaling up the 
intervention program on IFR by mustering political will 
in the social marketing of the strategy, Dr. Capanzana 
added.

Educating key informants is vital in communicating 
this feasible solution to micronutrient malnutrition to 
parents, students and the community in general 
through appropriate channels and common language, 
Dr. Capanzana emphasized.

One way of delivering this expected output, Dr. 
Capanzana concluded, is to come up with an action 
plan of concrete activities. This includes translation 
of the training modules to popular local language, 
multiplying the lessons learned to other schools and 
forging partnerships with other stakeholders.

Ms. Elsie Mae A. Solidum of the DOST XI, Dr. Maria 
Teresa Ungson of the National Nutrition Council (NNC 
XI), Mr. Raymundo Pajarito of LGU-Maco and Ms. 
Felric Balicoco of Maco Heights Central Elementary 
School graced the event. They expressed their 
appreciation and support to the training and planned 
technology transfer of IFR in Compostela Valley.

Ms. Trinidad T. Arcangel, Science Research 
Specialist II of the FNRI, briefed the participants on 
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FNRI to hold 1st short docu film contest on nutrition survey’s importance
SOEncarnacion, Science Research Specialist I, TDSTSD! 

The film competition’s theme emphasizes the 
collective effort of various organizations in improving 
the nutritional state of the country.  

The theme likewise underscores the complex 
factors affecting the nutritional status such as income, 
family size, food security, culture, illnesses, education, 
social services, economic policies, among others, 
which all contribute to the state of nutrition.

The FNRI-DOST defines and updates the 
country’s food,  nutrition and health situation 
through the periodic conduct of the National 

Nutrition Surveys (NNS) and the updating surveys of 
selected population groups in between the NNS.

  Results of these surveys guide policymakers in 
crafting sound government plans and programs such 
as the Medium-Term Philippine Plan of Action for 
Nutrition (MTPPAN).

The MTPPAN helps achieve the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) of eradicating hunger 
and reducing child mortality.  In June 2014, results 
of the 8th NNS will be presented to key stakeholders 
through a National Summit – the second of a series to 
be held since the 7th NNS of 2008.

Highlighting the importance of the nutrition 
surveys, the FNRI-DOST will conduct the 1st Short 
Documentary Film Competition for College Students 
with the theme: “ Juan Mission for a Well-Nourished 
Nation”.  

F14

DOST Gender and Development forum, “Juana Talk”, a success
MESerafico, Senior Science Research Specialist, NRDG! 

The DOST joined the country in celebrating 
Women’s Month this March with the theme 
“Juana, ang Tatag Mo ay Tatag Natin sa 

Pagbangon at Pagsulong”. It culminated on March 24 
which kicked off early morning through the Juana Walk 

- “Walk for a Cause”, followed by the Juana Dance 
facilitated by Slimmers’ World. 

The highlight of the event was a forum dubbed as 
Juana Talk. It was graced by the DOST Undersecretary 
Fortunato T. Dela Peña, the DOST-wide Gender and 
Development (GAD) Focal Person and Assistant 
Secretary for Technology Transfer, Engr. Ma. Lourdes 
P. Orijola. 

Three notable personalities from different fields of 
expertise shared experiences in this forum. It revolved 
around this year’s theme “Women’s Resiliency, 
Strength and Contributions to Progress”. 

Ms. Magdalena D. Bacalando, a community 
leader from Likhaan talked about “Working Together: 
Resiliency in Action”. Likhaan is a non-government 
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FNRI-DOST trains Com Val teachers, nurses ... from p. 12

The film competition is open to undergraduate 
students of mass communication,  film or other similar 
courses in colleges and universities in Metro Manila 
and  neighboring provinces.  

Content of the film entries should focus on the 
theme,“ Juan Mission for a Well-Nourished Nation”.  
Entries should likewise be based on past FNRI nutrition 
survey results in 1993, 1998, 2003, 2008 and 2011 
and their implications and relevance to the country’s 
development goals.  

Related to this, contestants are required to attend 
the briefing-orientation on the mechanics of the 

 FNRI to hold 1st short docu film ... from p. 13

food fortification guidelines and policies. Ms. Marcela 
S. Saises, Senior Science Research Specialist also of 
the FNRI, gave a background on iron premix rice and 
iron-fortified rice technologies.

The FNRI Specialists on nutritional assessment, 
nutrition intervention and technology transfer of the 
FNRI delivered lectures on basic health and nutrition.

 
During the writeshop, participants were divided 

into groups and assigned modules. Modules like 

understanding nutrition and personal hygiene and 
health were translated by the participants.

  
Participants formulated an action plan that 

stipulated the conduct of nutrition education sessions 
among parents of students of the Maco Heights 
Central Elementary School on March 10-21, 2014.

Related to this, Mr.Pajarito, PNAO of Compostela 
Valley, proposed expanding the nutrition education 
sessions in other schools of the province, with the first 
batch of trained teachers and nurses as trainers.■

competition on April 4 and 7, 2014, 9 a.m. at the FNRI 
Executive Conference Room. 

 Prizes for the top three entries are: 1st prize - 
P35,000.00,  2nd prize – P 25,000.00, and 3rd prize- 
P15,000.00.  

The top winning entry for the competition will serve 
as a prologue during the presentation of the latest 
nutrition survey results. The summit will be attended by 
stakeholders in the nutrition and health communities, 
allied government and private agencies, food industry, 
congress and other partners, among others. ■

organization engaged in providing direct health care 
services to women in marginalized communities.Her 
experiences with the people of Yolanda-devastated 
barangays in Tacloban City, Leyte exemplifies the 
resiliency of Filipinos in these areas. 

Mr. Nathaniel A. Cruz, GMA News resident 
meteorologist, inspired the audience with his talk 
“Miracles Do Happen: A Story of a Mother’s Faith 
and Love”. His story was about the two-weeks of 
comatose  and four months of confinement of his wife. 
This served as trial of faith and his family’s triumph 
over the confinement of his wife in a distant medical 
facility. With his wife declared as brain dead, the family 
took on the challenge and waited for the miracle that 

changed their lives and the people who knew their 
story. 

Sharing a talk on “Family and Career: The 
Balancing Act”, the third speaker, Ms. Madeline S. 
Ongkeko-Marfil, imparted how she manages her job 
as a film director and as a wife and a mother. 

The event is a GAD-related activity which ensures 
that DOST provides gender-responsive science 
and technology programs, pursuant to R.A. 9710 or 
the Magna Carta for Women. It mandates gender 
mainstreaming as a strategy to promote women’s 
human rights and eliminate gender discrimination in 
all government agencies and other work places.■

 DOST Gender and Development Forum .. from p. 13
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Human Resources
A tribute to Dr. Angelina Alcaraz-Bayan, a beloved centenarian 

DVAguila,  Senior Science Research Specialist, OD! 

Born March 7, 1914, in Manila, Angelina P. 
Alcaraz is the eldest of five lovable children of 
Conrado Alcaraz and Paz Pineda of Lucena, 

Quezon.   

Her marriage to Engr. Atanacio S. Bayan in 1937 
at the Baguio City Cathedral was blessed with two 
children, Jaime and Celia.  

Helen, as she is fondly called by family, relatives 
and friends,  grew up in Quezon Province where she 
completed her elementary and secondary schooling 
in, the latter --- as Valedictorian.  She transferred to 
Manila to pursue a Doctor of Medicine degree at the 
University of the Philippines, graduating  in 1937 and 
passing the licensure exams in the same year at 9th 
place. In 1940, she successfully tested for  medical 
practice as Junior Hospital Physician, garnering 1st 
place.    

Straight from college, she started working as 
an Intern and Instructor at the Baguio City General 
Hospital and School of Nursing in 1937, where she 
became the City and Resident Physician in 1939. Back 
in Manila, she continued  her academic pursuits and 
obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Pharmacy 
in 1950 at the Philippine Women’s University (PWU), 
passing the licensure exams in the same year. At the 
PWU, she also completed her Master’s degree in 
Food and Nutrition, thirteen years later.  

Keen to enrich her private practice as a doctor, 
Dr. Bayan started teaching at the PWU in 1946 as 
an Assistant Professor and later on as the Head of 
the Department of Nutrition from 1957 to 1964, where 
she taught mostly female students.  Dr. Bayan did 16

not confine herself to the role of mentor. She was a 
compassionate teacher inside the classroom and a 
committed counselor outside of it.  Troubled students 
knew whom to talk to when overwhelmed by crises 
and challenges.

In 1964, she joined the FNRI, then the Food and 
Nutrition Research Center (FNRC) under the National 
Institute for Science and Technology (NIST). She 
retired from the FNRI in 1979, fifteen years later.

A staunch advocate of continuous learning, Dr. 
Bayan faithfully honed herself by taking up numerous 
non-degree courses from 1956 to 1974.  Among 
these are the following: graduate courses in nutrition 
and biochemistry at the Oklahoma State University 
as an IFUW/AAUW Fellow, and training courses on 
radioisotope techniques given by the Philippine Atomic 
Energy Commission, and nutrition/medical curriculum 
offered by the World Health Organization, among 
others. 

Dr. Bayan’s highly commended body of scientific 
work includes the composition and nutritional/sensory 
evaluation of dilis flour   (while at the PWU), nutrient 
composition of foods, clinical nutrition and dietary 
surveys (while as Medical Nutritionist and later Chief, 
FNRI Medical and Applied Nutrition). Added to this 
is the study on protein-rich food development and 
nutritional evaluation (while concurrent Chairperson, 
Philippine Coordinating Committee for the ASEAN 
Protein Project).  

One of the researches she was involved in 
gained national recognition for the significance of its 
application to serious nutritional problems. 

For instance, the FNRI’s pioneering regional 
nutrition surveys projects, became the Civil Service 
Commission’s Distinguished Group Honor awardee 
in 1969. Dr. Bayan was one of its study leader-
implementors  (for clinical nutrition and dietary 
phases). The regional surveys were later supplanted 
by national surveys, for more representative and 
accurate assessments that became the basis of 
appropriate national health and nutrition, as well as 
food and agriculture programs.  
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Dr. Bayan is a well-publicized author, with notable 
original articles including the “Careers for Food 
and Nutrition Graduates” (Journal of the Philippine 
Association of Home Economics, 1955) and the 
Composition and the Biological Quality of Dilis and 
Flour (Philippine Journal of Science, 1967). Other 
works where Dr. Bayan was known for  are the 
“Nutrient Composition of 40 Philippine Foods”, “MCM 
as a High-Protein Food, Philippine Regional Nutrition 
Surveys: Clinical Phase” (Philippine Journal of 
Nutrition, 1965 and1969, respectively); and “Desirable 
Carbohydrates, Protein, and Fat for Filipino Diabetics” 
(Journal of the Philippine Medical Association, 1970). 
She was a highly-respected Editor of the Philippine 
Journal of Nutrition from 1971-1974.

Dr. Bayan is known for her technical expertise, 
experience, honesty, hard work, dedication and  
diligence in local and international work assignments,    
during and after her stint at the FNRI. These contributed 
much to the good public image of the Institute and the 
nutrition-oriented foundation that she helped establish 
after her retirement from government service. She 

became an  active member/officer of the several 
professional and civic organizations.      

Her legacy of exemplary public service as medical 
nutritionist covered not only scientific research outputs 
but also morale-boosting employee-assistance 
initiatives at the FNRI. These included the Chorale 
Group and the Socio-Cultural and Morale Action 
Committee) which was the precursor of the FNRI 
Employees Association (FANEA). Her motherly and 
caring attitude towards co-workers and subordinates 
truly marked her life’s work.  

One hundred years and still counting, amongst 
loving family and friends, is indeed an incredibly 
blessed life to celebrate. This testimonial to Dr. Bayan’s 
achievements may not be enough to give full honors 
to a great lady and pillar of the FNRI ideals. However, 
we hope that through it, we can show how grateful we 
all are to have her regard FNRI as her second home 
and family.

To our dear Dr. Bayan, Happy Centennial Birthday!

A tribute to Dr. Angelina Alcaraz Bayan ... from p. 15

Communication Challenges and Convergence in 
Crop Biotechnology 
Navarro Mariechel J., Hautea Randy A. 
New York : ISAA and SEARCA, c2011 
Fil S 494.5 N228 2011 

This book presents case studies of Asia and 
Australia that offer unique and rich examples of how 
countries have been able to glide through the ‘drama’ 
of crop biotechnology as they sheperd innovation from 
the laboratory, greenhouse trials, multi-location trials, 
and hopefully to farmers’ fields.

The Road to Good Nutrition: A Global 
Perspective 
Eggersdorfer, Manfred [et al.] 
Basel, Switzerland: Karger, c2013 
RA 645 Eg22 2013 

Malnutrition is a phenomenon with many aspects, 
not all of them apparent. This book brings together the 
experience and insights of globally recognized experts 
in the field of nutrition to create an in-depth introduction 
to the subject for the non-expert.

Scaling Up Nutrition: What Will it Cost?
Horton, Susan [et al.]
Washington, D.C. : The World Bank, 
RA 645 H789 2010

This book notes that investment in nutrition will 
yield high returns through thriving children, healthier 
families, and more productive workers. This book will 
be of interest to policymakers, public health officials, 
nutritionists, government officials, and all those 
interested in improving child nutrition and health 
outcomes. 

 SSLabong, Science Research Specialist II, TDSTSD! 
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